Dr.Deepak's Homeopathic ASD/ADHD Score.

Please review your child every 60 days following these guidelines.
Enlist main complains and review them systematically.
You can record them in an excel sheet so that it is easy to track where the progress is poor.

Communication Strength:

Knows his or her name
Able to follow simple command like ‘No’ or ‘Stop’
Able to follow; bring that, put down etc
Ability to use 1word / 2 words / 3 words or more than 4 words at a time. 
Using sentences with 4 or more words
Able to express what he / she wants
Asks meaningful questions

Social strength:

Lost in their own world where we can not reach them
Ignores people around
Pays little or no attention when spoken to
Uncooperative and resistant when forced to ..
Poor or no eye contact, frequent blinking 
Prefers to be left alone
Shows no affection to wards siblings or parents and relatives

Cognitive skills:

Responds to own name
Responds to praise
Looks at people and animal / pictures
Does drawing, coloring 
Appropriate facial expression
Understands explanations
Aware of danger
Shows imagination and Initiates activities
Dresses self
Curiosity / Curiosity leading to exploration
Looks where others are looking
Toilet training.
Hair cutting, Visit to doctor

Sensory issues:

Looking at circling objects like wheel, fan etc.
Tendency of self rotation.
Rolling of paper
Verbal stymieing

Other Behavioral Issues:

Hyperactivity…
Repetitive behaviour…
Obsessive behaviour…
Boredom…
Anger threshold….
Fear….
Weeping…
Destructiveness…

General Signs and Symptoms

Appetite…
Desire for a particular type of food or drinks….
Thirst…
Stool…
Urine…
Sweating…
Body temperature…
Over all sense of non well being in any time of day…
Sleep…
Any other discharge..
Eruptions on skin

We can use a scoring for all the 6 distinct areas separately as follows.

Dr.Deepak's Homeopathic scale:

- > Mild to moderate improvement: +1
- > Moderate to Good improvement: +2

- > No change: 0

- > Mild to moderate regression: -1
- > Moderate to Severe regression: -2 

